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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon.  I would like to thank each of you for taking time from your busy schedules in order to participate in this webinar today.  My name is Rich Moldstad and I serve as a fleet safety consultant with Cottingham and Butler.Today’s webinar is entitled  “What to Expect During a FMCSA Compliance Investigation” or some might call it a Compliance Intervention, or to some simply  a DOT audit.  It all basically means the same thing but the FMCSA folks I speak with now largely refer to these reviews as a “Compliance Investigation.”This is a big topic and always generates a great deal of interest, so let’s get started.
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WELCOME!

• Attendees are in listen-only mode.

• You may ask questions throughout the presentation using the Question 
panel, however Rich will answer all questions via email after the 
webinar.

• You may also send your questions directly to Rich with the email 
address below.

• Supporting information for this Webinar will be emailed out shortly 
after the presentation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As in the past, I want to encourage each participant today to ask questions if there is something that comes to your mind either during or after this presentation. Questions can be submitted during the presentation and they will be forwarded to me, or you can simply send me an e-mail with your contact information and I will follow-up with you later this afternoon.  As you can see, my contact information is found on the bottom of this slide.A copy of the presentation along with supporting documents will be e-mailed within a short period after completion of this presentation.
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TRAINING TOPICS

Compliance Investigation (CI) Process 

CSA refresher and the CI process 

What to expect during CIs- Overview of major CI areas 

New era of electronic logging

Corrective Actions  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I first want to advise what this webinar is, and what it is not.For those of you who regularly participate in our Cottingham & Butler, Safety Management Services webinars, you know that throughout the year we regularly will spend 45 to 60 minutes on a variety of topics to include regulatory compliance areas such as driver qualification files, drug and alcohol testing, driver physical requirements, and others.  In most cases each of these topics will take the full webinar time we have just to get basic information conveyed.So today we are not going to be reviewing in-depth each of the regulatory areas within a compliance investigation and what each area entails, as that would take about 5 hours for us to cover.Today’s webinar will focus more upon providing  an outline of what to expect during the investigation  process,we will review the primary areas of the compliance investigation, we will spend a greater amount of time providing you  updated guidance and clarification regarding how a carrier is selected for a compliance investigation,  IV.  will spend a little extra time in the area of log auditing during a compliance investigation, as the entire industry is months away from a total change in how compliance in this area will be reviewed.  V.    And finally we will discuss some ideas concerning corrective actions that a motor carrier might need to take as a result of an audit or investigation.We have a lot of great information to review, so lets get started.
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COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATION (CI) PROCESS 

Core principles: 
• Raising the bar for entry 
• Maintain high safety standards 
• Removing high risk carriers and drivers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the current directives the FMCSA is working under concerning the Compliance Investigation Process have the primary goals of:Raising the bar for entry into the trucking industryMaintain high safety standards throughout the truck and bus industryAnd Removing high risk carriers and driversThe industry continues to see a tightening of the new entrant review process for new motor carriers obtaining operating authority.  The FMCSA is currently trying to determine how, with limited staffing, it can conduct these new-entrant compliance audits in a quicker fashion and still make it meaningful to ensure that a new motor carrier has the knowledge, policies, and procedures in place to operate safely.The other areas that we are primarily focusing upon today deals with their goals of maintaining high safety standards and removing high risk carriers and drivers.Now we can all probably debate, as an industry,  whether the FMCSA is really moving forward towards being effective towards meeting each of those objectives, but today we are simply going to focus out attention on the current CI process as it exists.
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CSA REFRESHER

Do you know your BASIC thresholds? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think that most of us that have been in trucking during the past five years are all very aware of the CSA/Safety Measurement System BASICS and scoring thresholds.  As a quick review, if we look at the 7 BASICS or safety evaluation areas concerning roadside performance, we can see the percentage thresholds for each area, depending upon whether the motor carrier is a non-Haz Mat carrier, if the carrier does haul hazardous materials, or if the company is a passenger carrying operation such as a motor coach operation.  If a carrier is at or above any one of those BASICS thresholds, it is considered to be in an ALERT status for that evaluation area.
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CSA INTERVENTIONS

Off-Site Focused Review
• Carrier directed to send records 
• Carrier could be subject to on-site investigation if records are not 

supplied

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FMCSA currently is utilizing primarily three different levels of interventions or investigations.  An Off-Site Focused ReviewAn On-Site Focused ReviewA Full Comprehensive Compliance InvestigationWith an off-site focused review, the carrier is directed to send records relating to a specific area such as vehicle maintenance or driver qualifications where the carrier’s performance has been targeted, in most cases based upon CSA ALERTS.  This is clearly the easiest method for both the investigator and the motor carrier to conduct an investigation, allowing the FMCSA to touch many more carriers than in the past as they are not needing to drive out to a motor carriers office, stay in hotels, etc.
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CSA INVESTIGATIONS

On-site Focused Investigation
• Investigators come on-site
• Conducting review of records relating to specific area(s)
• Generally two or more BASICs in alert status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An on-site focused investigation will involve an in-person review of records relating to a specific area in which the carriers performance is targeted. An on-site will usually target a motor carrier having an ALERT status in two or more BASICs.We are often hearing that during these reviews the auditors seem to stray beyond their initial areas of focus and look into different areas, but they do have that descression.
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CSA INTERVENTIONS

On-site Comprehensive Investigation
• Basically the equivalent of previous Compliance Reviews
• Review includes all areas of carrier’s operations
• 4 or more BASICs above the threshold
• SMS mandatory investigation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An on-site comprehensive Compliance Investigation is a thorough review conducted by FMCSA auditors or their state partners at the carriers principle place of business.This type of investigation will review of all areas of a carrier’s operations, not merely those thought to be deficient.This is similar to the prior Compliance Reviews that were done before the CSA programs.During the past four years since the start of the CSA program, it has become clear that auditors ask many more questions concerning how drivers have been trained on CSA, how the carrier has follow-up with drivers incurring violations, and just many more operational questions that prior to 2010.Simply firing drivers is not a solution the FMCSA wants to hear regarding how a carrier deals with violations which may occur . . . They expect to see the training, corrective action policies, and company procedures that will prevent safety violations throughout a fleet and that the company is really attempting to fix the reasons why their roadside performance is not up to par.Generally a motor carrier will have 4 or more BASICs in an ALERT status for the on-site full CI to be conducted, or if the carrier is considered high risk and in an mandatory investigation classification. We are going to look at on the next slide.But let me reiterate that one more time . . . Generally a motor carrier will have 4 or more BASICs in an ALERT status for the on-site full CI to be conducted, or if the carrier is considered high risk and in an mandatory investigation classification. 
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HIGH RISK CARRIERS

Do you know if you are a high risk carrier? 

“High risk” carriers have substantially higher crash rates: more than twice 
the crash rate of the general carrier population.
• Crash or HOS Compliance or Unsafe Driving > 85 
• Any 4 or more BASICS at or above the “all other” motor carrier 

threshold levels

Carriers that are “High Risk” for 2 consecutive months will be prioritized 
in the Investigative 1 – Mandatory SMS investigation listing used by the 
FMCSA to prioritize which carriers they will conduct an investigation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if we look at what will cause a motor carrier to be classified as “High Risk” by the FMCSA, there are really two categories that will get you on that list:  REVIEW ABOVESo equal to or greater than 85% in one of those three categories causes a company to be considered a high risk carrier ORIf a carrier has four or more basics above their threshold levels that we just reviewed, but not above an 85 in the first three areas, then you are also classified as a “High Risk” motor carrier.Carriers that are High Risk for 2 consecutive months will be prioritized in the Investigative 1 – Mandatory SMS investigation listing used by the FMCSA to prioritize who they will conduct investigation on.The only way you may then be removed from that mandatory investigation list is for your CSA/SMS numbers to improve to below that 85%threshold  before they can get the investigation review scheduled, and are generally trending in a positive manner or if you drop below the 4 or more BASICS in an ALERT status to a point that maybe just a focused review will then be completed.
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SAMPLE CARRIER PERCENTILE RANK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if your CSA/SMS rankings look similar to this you now understand that you are considered a High Risk motor carrier in the eyes of the FMCSA. If your CSA/SMS records stay like this for two or more consecutive months you will be placed on the Investigative 1 – Mandatory Investigation list and should expect an investigation from the FMCSA at some point.The unknown is how big that list is, and that obviously is going to depend upon the state your company is located.  Clearly some states that are less populated and have less trucking companies will probably have a shorter list than those with more motor carriers.
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PRIORITIZATION OF CI TARGETS

CI targets are placed in an Investigative “bucket” depending on the time 
elapsed since the last intervention (CI): 
• Investigative 1- Last primary intervention over 24 months 
• Investigative 2- Last primary intervention over 18 months 
• Investigative 3- Last primary intervention over 12 months 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, motor carriers are placed into an investigative bucket depending upon the time since their last intervention.So a motor carrier who went through a compliance investigation less than a year ago will be at the bottom of the list even if their SMS statistics are still poor and they are a High Risk motor carrier.Those that have not been visited for two year or more, and they are a high risk motor carrier, will be placed higher on the priority list for getting a visit in order that the FMCSA can compete a compliance investigation. So it is definately in a company’s best interest to do whatever it takes to improve its CSA/SMS scoring within this environment.
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ON-SITE COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATIONS

I. Comprehensive - 4 or more BASICs above threshold or SMS 
mandatory

II. Focused - 2 or less BASICs above threshold 

Carriers with 3 BASICs above threshold may be subject to either CI scope 
per FMCSA manager discretion. 

The following carriers will always receive a  Comprehensive CI: 
• New entrant carriers without a Safety Audit. 
• HM permitted carriers. 
• Passenger carriers without a CI in the past 12 months.

CI scope may be changed during the CI. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as I previously stated, concerning On-Site compliance investigations, there are two different types conducted:  A comprehensive compliance investigation will be conducted when a carrier has 4 or more basics above the threshold or is in that SMS mandatory category I previously reviewed.A Focused investigation where they come on-site will be conducted when a carrier has 2 or less basics above the threshold, but generally we see that at least one of those BASICS will be an ALERT in Unsafe Driving, HOS, or the crash BASIC.There are also certain situations where a comprehensive compliance investigation will be conducted including New Entrant carriers, HM permitted carriers that haul things like certain explosives or poisons, or passenger carriers with a review in the past 12 months.It should be noted that the scope of a compliance investigation can be widened from a focused to a full compliance investigation if the investigator starts to identify problems in other areas.As a side note:  Although the FMCSA does not generally publicize this, they do advise that if a motor carrier is involved in a major crash that ends up on the Channel 5 news at 5pm, or if there is a substantiated driver complaint made against a motor carrier, a FMCSA investigation will most often result.
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THE DOT IS COMING! THE DOT IS COMING!

What Do We Do Now???
• First, don’t panic!
• Review letter, which is usually sent
• Which agency?
• Specific instructions – documents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now your company has been contacted by the FMCSA or a state partner such as the State Police who in many states complete audits on behalf of the FMCSA, and they advise they will be scheduling a visit in the upcoming week.  What now?Don’t panic.  Review the letter that will usually be faxed over by the auditor to make sure you know who the agency is that is coming in;Look for any specific instructions of the particular records the investigator will be reviewing;If you compliance programs are lacking, the usual three days average prior notification is not too much time to turn things around.But even with a 300 truck fleet you can take a few members of the team and audit all driver qualification files to ensure all of the documents are in each file, that they are all current, and that they are organized.In most cases the FMCSA will request a variety of documents and information be pulled and in some cases supplied prior to their arrival.  In most CIs the auditor will need the fleet’s information concerning all drivers to include their CDL license information in order to pull motor vehicle reports and to review their roadside driver scores, which only the FMCSA have at this point.
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DRIVER / CMV SELECTION PROCESS

Basic sampling of drivers:
• Drivers involved in crashes 
• Red flag drivers 
• Positive drivers 
• Driver SMS scores (not currently published) 
• Drivers who contributed to the carrier’s violation history 
• Drivers employed in the last 365 days 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general you can see the basic sampling categories the FMCSA investigator will look at to determine which drivers records they will review, what vehicle maintenance records they will want to look at, and generally where they will begin their investigation.So as we look:Drivers involved in crashes Red flag drivers Positive drivers – those who test positive for drugs or alcohol on random or post-accident testsPer Driver SMS scores (not currently published) Drivers who contributed to the carrier’s violation history Drivers employed in the last 365 days – these are the usual focus although past drivers involved in crashes or drug/alcohol violations may be also looked at even if they are no longer with the company.
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RED FLAG DRIVERS

• 383.21- Driving with more than 1 CDL 
• 382.23(a)(2)- Driving without CDL 
• 383.51(a)- Disqualified (CDL holder) 
• 383.91(a)- No/improper endorsement 
• 391.11- Unqualified driver 
• 391.11(b)(5)- No license for CMV operated 
• 391.11(b)(7)- Disqualified license 
• 391.15(a)- Driving CMV while disqualified 
• 392.4(a)- Use/possession of drugs 
• 392.5(a)- Use/possession/under influence of alcohol within 4 hrs. 
• 395.13(d)- Driving after OOS 
• 396.9(c)(2)- Operating an OOS CMV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is a “Red Flag” driver that the FMCSA is clearly interested in looking at during any compliance investigation?READ ABOVEIt is fairly clear that these are drivers that most motor carriers, who are concerned about safety, will not have as part of their organizations.As most of these involve situations dealing with a drivers CDL license status, many motor carriers I work with obtain fleet wide Motor Vehicle Reports for all drivers on an every six month basis, rather than waiting to simply obtain the report once a year to conduct the Annual Review.If you are lucky enough to be located in the handful of states which have a BMV notification program that alerts the motor carrier regarding any violations or changes to one of your drivers CDLs, that is clearly the most effective method of keeping on top of this.  I really wish all states provided motor carriers this option, but sadly that is not currently the case.
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ON-SITE COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATION

Records Reviewed
• Proof of financial responsibility
• Driver Qualification Files
• Drug and alcohol testing records
• Records of duty status and supporting documents
• Driver vehicle inspection reports and maintenance records
• FMCSA accident register
• Hazardous materials records (if applicable)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of the investigation is spent with the auditor reviewing paperwork.As you can see, I  have listed the primary factors or areas of the regulations for which documents will be requested and reviewed by the auditor.  REVIEW key areas of documents.  
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ON-SITE COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATION

1. General – Parts 387, 390

2. Driver – Parts 382, 383, 391

3. Operational – Parts 392, 395

4. Vehicle – Parts 393, 396

5. Hazardous Materials – Parts 397, 177, 180, and 171

6. Accident Factor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other words, there are five, or if a HM carrier six, primary area involved in a full compliance investigation.General – Parts 387, 390Driver – Parts 382, 383, 391Operational – Parts 392, 395Vehicle – Parts 393, 396Hazardous Materials – Parts 397, 177, 180, and 171Accident Factor
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ACUTE REGULATIONS

Single acute = serious violation

One point will be assessed to safety rating factor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the evaluation factors will be scored during a comprehensive review.Noncompliance with a single acute regulation is considered a serious violation.For each instance of non-compliance with an acute regulation, one point will be assessed to that factor area of the review.
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CRITICAL REGULATIONS

Non-compliance relates to a breakdown in carrier’s management controls

Generally pattern = 10% or greater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical violations are identified as those where the noncompliance relates to a breakdown in a carrier’s management controls.For each pattern of noncompliance with a critical regulation, one point will be assessed to that safety factor.A pattern of violations generally is equal to at least 10% of the documents sampling that is being reviewed by the investigator.As an example, a carrier could have up to 10% hours of service violations based upon the logs sampled, and still be in compliance.  Above that 10% it would be considered a pattern of violations.
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SAFETY FACTORS RATED

Each factor then rated:
• Satisfactory:  If the acute and/or critical = 0 points
• Conditional:  If the acute and/or critical = 1 point
• Unsatisfactory: If the acute and/or critical = 2 points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately each of the either 5 or 6 factor areas that would be reviewed during a full comprehensive review will be scored as above. These evaluation scorings will be totaled to determine a proposed safety rating for the carrierCarriers should continue to watch how the CSA program develops, as the original intent of the CSA program is ultimately to have a safety rating that is strictly assigned based upon CSA/SMS scoring, but this is still in the developmental stages.
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RATINGS OF SAFETY MANAGEMENT CONTROLS

Satisfactory: Adequate controls to ensure safety compliance are in place

Conditional: Adequate controls are not in place and violations could 
result

Unsatisfactory: Adequate controls not in place and violations have 
occurred

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unsatisfactory rated motor carriers generally have only a 60 day window of time to receive a rating upgrade based upon significant safety improvements, or they must cease interstate operations.Even a motor carrier with a “Conditional” safety rating in most cases will have numerous negative things happen as a result, whether that might be many good shipper that will refuse to use a conditionally rated motor carrier, or many insurance carriers will either refuse to insure a carrier or they may require a motor carrier to pay very high rates in order to obtain insurance coverage's.
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OPENING CONFERENCE WITH AUDITOR

• Recommend top management involvement
• Be organized, interested, and indicate desire to learn from the process
• Determine where auditor will work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From my experience I recommend that during the opening conference with a FMCSA auditor that top company management be involved to indicate that the company takes safety and compliance seriously.I recommend that the safety department have pulled and organized the documents generally requested by the auditor prior to his/her arrival, but only bring documents to where the investigator is working as he or she requests them – do not make it too easy or provide more information than is being requested.Generally the review will begin with an opening conference during which the auditor will outline how the review will be conducted, etc.I always recommend the motor carrier have upper management involved in this initial meeting to indicate that the company is taking this seriously and there is a spirit of cooperation.I do not recommend a defensive posture, as an auditor is human and a bad start to the review will often cause a much more thorough review of the carrier than possibly a positive start may achieve.I also recommend the auditor work in an area outside of the safety department, away from the operations department, away from the drivers room, and away from the shop area.  Clear instructions should be given as to how the auditor can contact the safety manager as questions or requests for additional documents might arise.I also would not recommend playing the games of making an investigator work in the shop attic during the summer months or in an unheated shop office during a cold winter. 
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FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

• Form MCS 90
• Proof of financial responsibility
• Ensure the form is countersigned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the initial opening conference the investigator will generally request you to produce proof of financial responsibility. �Motor carriers operating commercial motor vehicles in interstate commerce must have at least the minimum amount of insurance required by law.In most cases the MCS90 will be the form proving that the motor carrier has in place this financial responsibility, and is included with the auto liability policy itself and C & B e-mails these also at renewal.Make sure the MCS 90 has been countersigned by the insurance company official in the line indicated for this.
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DRIVER QUALIFICATION PROCEDURES 

• Be able to articulate a comprehensive hiring process. 
• Paperwork is not enough, how did you use the records to determine 

qualifications? 
• Be aware if any driver has a chronic medical condition that may be a 

factor in their qualification. 
• Be aware of incomplete documentation. It can be an indicator of 

concealment of negative information. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to the CSA programs being instituted, during a compliance review most auditors did just that . . . They audited paperwork.Within today’s environment, although the auditing of paperwork does still definitely occur, FMCSA safety investigators will look for a motor carrier to really be able to explain their programs, processes, and policies.When looking at this area of driver qualifications, you should be able to explain in detail how the hiring process works at your company, how the qualification paperwork is reviewed, and that the company knows what the regulations are in areas such as the FMCSA driver physical requirements.
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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES & ALCOHOL TESTING PROGRAM 

• Have you asked all perspective employees if they have ever tested 
positive? 

• Have all consortium or third party administrator documentation for the 
past year available. 

• Always present the CCF form and test results together. 
• Have key personnel received reasonable suspicion training? 
• Have post accident testing procedures in place to include 

documentation as to why a test was not performed?
• Has the carrier met/exceeded the random testing rates?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I believe that the FMCSA is focusing more attention and effort towards ensuring that a motor carriers controlled substances programs are fully in place and in compliance than ever before.Drug and alcohol testing is one area of the regulations where, for the most part, a motor carrier is either right or wrong in what you are doing in areas such as achieving random testing requirements.Although we will cover all of these specific requirements during a webinar in November, several key areas that will be reviewed include the investigator taking a look at the drug and alcohol testing paperwork including the chain of custody forms and test results, that reasonable suspicion training has been completed, that post accident testing has been properly conducted and that full documentation is included should a post-accident test not be completed for some reason.I have personally had several clients, while being audited, watch as  the investigators began calling past drivers to verify the story being given by the safety manager as to why the post-accident test was not completed.  I have also seen the FMCSA investigators call law enforcement personnel to verify that drivers were kept at the scene of an accident for a certain period of time, etc.
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HOURS OF SERVICE (HOS) 

• Records of Duty Status (RODS) must be maintained for 6 months. 
• All supporting evidence must be available during CI. This includes all 

business records that can help corroborate the accuracy of RODS (less 
with e-logs).

• A disciplinary policy is not required in the FMCSRs but are a valuable 
tool to determining compliance. Meaningful enforcement of the policy 
is imperative. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patterns of violations resulting from Hours of Service issues in most cases are the primary area over the years that motor carriers end up with safety ratings downgraded, civil penalties being issued, and in some severe cases cease and desist orders being issued.Obviously there are many motor carriers that have, during the past five years, moved to the use of electronic logging devices and their level of compliance with the Hours of Service regulations improves to a point that talking about this area is almost a moot point.For those of you that have not made that step and still have drivers using paper logs, you really need to do a great job in proactively preventing HOS violations through the selection of shippers who will allow reasonable delivery times, with having operations personnel responsible to also dispatch in a legal manner, to have great driver training processes, and to have disciplinary programs that are meaningful.When the auditor see carriers that continue to give a written warning after written warning after written warning to drivers with false logs, as an example, they will make the case that the carrier does not have an effective program to prevent these hours of service violations and therefore fatigue issues.
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HOURS OF SERVICE (HOS) 

Auditing Electronic Logs
If the carrier is using an AOBRD (devices

sold and installed from now until 12/18/17):

• Carrier must pay special attention to:
• “Skips” indicating tampered system
• Unassigned driving
• Edits to logs (driver or company)
• Stop and start locations for the driver
• GPS movements that are not on the driving line
• Driver driving below the speed threshold to “fool” the system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are a motor carrier currently using a system to create electronic logs, in most cases you are using a AOBRD, or Automatic On-Board Recording Device, which is different than an ELD or Electronic Logging Device. If you are using an AOBRD currently, you can continue to use that device for another two years. But after December 18, 2017 you will not be able to add any additional of these units into your fleet, so if you wanted to add some trucks you must purchase ELDs, therefore you will be using two different systems.  From what I understand, that would really be a pain even if your dispatch software could handle two systems!But in general, whether using either of these systems, there are key areas auditors will focus their attention on for the future of electronic logging.Auditors will now focus upon things indicated such as “skips” where the GPS stops recording at one location, and then the next location is 200 miles away!  This mileage must be accounted for back to the driver and drivers must be severely reprimanded for creating a false log and attempting to subvert the system.Again, any mileage that is unassigned must be accounted for, even if it is a mechanic driving a truck they are working on for a road test.  It all must be accounted for and documented if there was some sort of exception.Investigators will focus in on any edits made to an electronic log, where either the driver or the carrier goes back in and makes changes to the log. They will focus on drivers who frequently are found doing this, and really dig into the paperwork, bill of ladings, and GPS location data to see what is going on.Start and stop locations, GPS movements that are not on the driving line, a driver doing work while the electronic log shows off duty such as fueling the truck or being paid for loading/unloading but recording as off-duty.In other words, this whole area is moving from what paper logs look like compared to various documents, to what do the electronic reports show which drivers are doing things that look suspicious, and then verifying whether violations did in fact occur.
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HOURS OF SERVICE (HOS) 

If the carrier is using an ELD system (devices sold and installed on or 
after 12/18/17):

• Standard data format makes audit faster/easier
• FMCSA agent’s laptop will audit logs to indicate where there may be 

violations
• Auditor then investigates those specific issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patterns of violations resulting from Hours of Service issues in most cases are the primary area over the years that motor carriers end up with safety ratings downgraded, civil penalties being issued, and in some severe cases cease and desist orders being issued.Obviously there are many motor carriers that have, during the past five years, moved to the use of electronic logging devices and their level of compliance with the Hours of Service regulations improves to a point that talking about this area is almost a moot point.For those of you that have not made that step and still have drivers using paper logs, you really need to do a great job in proactively preventing HOS violations through the selection of shippers who will allow reasonable delivery times, with having operations personnel responsible to also dispatch in a legal manner, to have great driver training processes, and to have disciplinary programs that are meaningful.When the auditor see carriers that continue to give a written warning after written warning after written warning to drivers with false logs, as an example, they will make the case that the carrier does not have an effective program to prevent these hours of service violations and therefore fatigue issues.
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VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

• Ensure all personnel, to include outside sources, are qualified to 
perform vehicle maintenance and are knowledgeable of the FMCSRs. 

• Document their qualifications. 
• Preventive maintenance vs. repairs; there is a difference.
• Carrier is ultimately responsible for the maintenance of all leased 

equipment.
• Paperwork is not enough; is the maintenance program effective? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These questions in a compliance investigation for the most part deal with general maintenance records, driver vehicle inspection reports, annual vehicle inspection reports, and ensuring that the motor carrier verifies that vehicle maintenance is being conducted.This especially becomes important in an audit that the company has verified that repairs have been made for equipment violations indicated during roadside inspections along with those safety defects noted by a driver.Companies that have owner-operators must also have policies and procedures that will ensure that the contractor equipment is being properly maintained in a safe operating manner.Generally a motor carrier’s roadside performance CSA/SMS statistics in this area of vehicle maintenance will illustrate whether a carrier has an effective program or an ineffective program.
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CRASHES 

• Present a completed accident register and copies of crash reports. 
• Investigator will review insurance loss runs
• Accident countermeasures are not required by the FMCSRs but is a 

major factor for determining compliance. Present any countermeasures 
implemented during the CI. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each motor carrier must maintain a DOT accident register for each calendar year to including information regarding the accident date, city and state, driver name, number of injuries, number of fatalities, and whether there was a hazardous materials spill involved.Investigators will request, prior to the investigation visit, the motor carriers past several years of auto liability loss runs.I often have heard clients calling and asking what they want with these records?  Well, they are using the loss runs to identify crashes that have a high likelihood of having been a recordable crash, and then seeing if a motor carrier has listed all of the crashes meeting that definition onto their annual FMCSA accident register that a motor carrier is required to maintain.The FMCSA will then calculate what the FMCSA recordable accident rate per million miles has been during the past 365 days, and that becomes part of the compliance review.Frequency of DOT recordable accidentsSatisfactory = 1.5 accidents per million or fewerUnsatisfactory = greater than 1.5 accidents per million milesAs indicated, a motor carrier will also be asked what they have done in accident countermeasures to prevent future crashes with the fleet.  In other words, what training are you doing with your fleet?  Do you put drivers through any defensive driving courses?  Do you meet with each driver involved in a crash to get to the root cause of the loss and determine what behavior needs to be changed and then try to change it?
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

• Employee training records
• Will review a sampling of HM shipping papers
• Security Plan when needed
• Registration as needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although for us to adequately cover this area of hazardous materials we would need another fully day to cover, so we are just going to not the key areas usually reviewed for a HM carrier:Employee training is required for any hazmat employee, including drivers, dock workers, operations folks, etc. to be completed at least every 3 years.A security plan is needed for most haz mat carriers and this is a fairly comprehensive document that must be written very specifically and include very specific wording.Most haz mat carriers must also register each year with the pipeline and hazardous materials administration.
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CI PROCESS – HOW TO SUCCEED

• Hiring safe, qualified drivers
• Proactive safety policies
• Train, Train, Train
• Track roadside inspections 
• Roadside Inspection Violation Review
• Actively challenge violations – Data Q
• Develop incentives 
• Internal Audits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are steps a motor carrier should implement in order to survive and thrive in the CSA enforcement programs?Track all roadside inspections, maintain copies, and complete a Roadside Inspection Violation Review with all drivers.  This process provides documentation for FMCSA personnel, impresses upon drivers the importance of compliance, helps drivers to better understand CSA, and will ultimately reduce violations.Driver training must be a continuous process, but should extend to all company employees being actively involved in promoting the prevention of violations.Many fleets have developed clean inspection bonuses for drivers, bonuses for shop personnel who last worked on a truck, and some carriers are developing full quarterly safety campaigns to raise the level of awareness and excitement towards CSA compliance.Check your roadside data on a regular basis through the SMS website.I recommend that a motor carrier, not matter how frustrating the Data Q process is to get anything overturned, to dispute violations that you truly do not feel meet the regulations.Incentive programs are fairly standard for things like drivers completing clean inspections, not having crashes, and achieving other safety achievements and can go a long way towards encouraging your team to be actively involved in safety and compliance.I recommend a company conduct their own self-audits several times each year just to ensure that everyone is doing what they are supposed to be      doing.Do not simply assume that everything is working well in the area of compliance.  Audit a sampling of DQ files, audit your drug and alcohol records and statistical summaries to ensure that you are on track for random testing percentages, review a sampling of maintenance records and DVIRs, etc.I think there is a saying of “Trust, but verify” and I think that is a good saying for any safety professional in trucking today.
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QUESTIONS?

RICH MOLDSTAD, CDS
Safety Consultant

Rich.modlstad@cb-sisco.com
219.477.3682

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well I hope that each of you were able to find at least a few take-away’s from this presentation which can assist your organizations to be better prepared for a potential compliance investigation. But more importantly, compliance with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations are the basic cornerstone of a solid overall safety and loss prevention program, so it really is a necessity.Thanks again for your participation today and we encourage you and your staff to participate in our October 13th webinar during which we will be reviewing What to Expect During an OSHA investigation.  This should be a great topic for all safety personnel as well as shop and warehouse employees/supervisors.So before we finish today I would like to turn the presentation over to Patty McCay who will provide an update regarding an important safety tool Cottingham & Bulter provides for our valued clients:  PATTY?
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